To reduce network-related delays in serving dynamic web pages, various approaches have been proposed. However, one of the common fundamental problems encountered in some representatives of them is how to automatically find shared fragments in large numbers of web pages. Besides, this problem is also encountered in studies of web content characteristics at fragment granularity. This paper gives a formal definition of the problem, presents an efficient and scalable algorithm for it, and introduces the applications of the algorithm. In the problem definition, we introduce the notion of compound fragment, and our definition of maximal shared fragment captures the real characteristics of fragments that are appropriate for delivery and caching individually. Our algorithm has two unique features: (1) it is able to find real maximal shared fragments (2) it is able to effectively handle large collections of web pages by utilizing database techniques. The algorithm has been implemented and applied to 16 large sets of web pages. The experiments show that the algorithm can effectively handle large numbers of web pages, and can provide significant bandwidth saving and latency reduction when used in fragment-based web caching.
fragments often have identical structures and are typically different only in some text content or attribute values. Re-using them through delta encoding [7] can provide more bandwidth savings.
Through re-using previous similar documents, delta encoding (DE) can also reduce traffic for dynamic page delivery. Besides, DE does not require any change to web-pages code, and can be deployed transparently to the existing WWW infrastructure. The idea of DE is to trade computation for bandwidth, exploiting temporal correlations between consecutive versions of a dynamic web document. Instead of transferring the current complete document, compared with some old version, a delta is computed to represent the changes. The full document is regenerated near the client. However, the basic DE scheme is not scalable due to the requirements to store enormous dynamic and personalized base files on the server side [3] . Class-based DE [3] provides a solution to the scalability problem. The idea is to group documents into classes, and store one document per class. In essence, in addition to exploiting temporal correlations in a dynamically evolving document, class-based DE also exploits spatial correlations among different documents. However, it introduces significant on-line computation overheads. In our previous work [8] , we propose an approach that can achieve the same benefits as class-based DE while does not suffer from significant computation overheads.
However, class-based DE as well as our previous approach does not fully exploit redundancy from all documents. For example, if a shared fragment is part of the base files of many classes at a web site, class-based DE will require a separate retrieval for each changed base file, while only one retrieval is required in ESI. More importantly, class-based DE cannot work well for many personalized web sites, which introduce the notion of channels, and allow a user to customize his interested channels and the layout of pages. Typically, different persons have different preferences for channels and the layout. Consequently, the resulted pages as a whole have few shared portions. Therefore, it is hard and inappropriate to group the personalized pages and choose some representative pages as the base files. As a result, although many channels contained in the generated pages may be shared, they cannot be effectively re-used. The underlying reason for the above shortcomings is that class-based DE as well as our previous approach re-uses at document granularity, rather than at fragment granularity like ESI.
We explore whether it is possible to achieve the benefits of both ESI and class-based delta encoding, i.e., re-using at fragment granularity, re-using similar content, transparency to web developers and the existing WWW infrastructure, yet does not suffer from their above mentioned limitations. In class-based DE, there is a delta-server located before the web server. The delta-server serves as a proxy for client access to the web server, forwarding the requests from clients to the web server, and applying DE to responses from the web server to the clients. If the delta-server holds the up-to-date re-occurring fragments and the information about which fragments are included by each resource. Then we can likely realize the goal stated previously. Here, we give a brief description of the process. When the web server receives a request, it produces the complete page, and delivers it to the delta-server. The delta-server encodes the current page as a delta from the fragments included by the requested resource, and sends the delta to the client with the identifiers of the referenced fragments. The client obtains the referenced fragments either from its own cache or, in case of a clientcache misses, from intermediary proxy caches or the delta-server. The client then combines the deltas with the referenced fragments to reproduce the full result page. The above attempt to exploit reuse at fragment granularity, while simultaneously keeping transparency to developers, appears promising. However, one of the fundamental problems is how to automatically find the re-occurring fragments for caching by analyzing generated web pages.
The similar problem mentioned in ESI and the scheme proposed by us motivates our work described in this paper, in addition, which is also driven by the problem faced by studies of web content characteristics at fragment granularity. Web content characteristics have been extensively studied in the past years from various perspectives [9] . However, most of these studies focus on the characteristics of web resources at document granularity. With the popularity of dynamic and personalized content, many fragment level characteristics need to be visited [9] . By analyzing the different versions of the main pages of six web sites over a two-week period, paper [9] derives a set of models that capture some fragment level web content characteristics. However, their analyses mainly focus on the fragments shared by different versions of one web page instead of the fragments shared by multiple pages from the whole web site. Therefore, they do not pay enough attention to many useful fragment level characteristics that can be obtained from cross-comparison of multiple pages. These characteristics not only can further our understanding about web content, but also may provide help to various researches. For example, paper [4] presents a model for the construction of web sites to evaluate ESI and class-based DE. They make some assumptions of some fragment level web content characteristics. We believe that their results will be better convinced if their assumptions are extensively studied and validated. To study these characteristics, it is necessary to have an effective method that can analyze large collections of web pages at fragment granularity.
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications This paper describes our work on addressing this common fundamental problem, i.e., automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages, and it primarily contains the following original contributions:
• We give a formal description of the problem. We introduce the notion of compound fragment and our definition of maximal shared fragment captures the real characteristics of fragments that are appropriate for delivery and caching individually. • We present an efficient and scalable algorithm for the problem. The algorithm has two unique features: (1) it is able to find real maximal shared fragments (2) it is able to effectively handle large collections of web pages.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the problem in detail and precisely. Section 3 presents the algorithm. Section 4 outlines the applications of our algorithm. Section 5 evaluates the performance of the algorithm and its benefits to fragment-based web caching. Section 6 discusses related work and we conclude in section 7.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
Up to now we have used the term "fragment" and discussed the problem of detection of shared fragments roughly, in this section, we define them precisely.
To respect HTML structure, our definitions are based on Document Object Model (DOM) [10] , which models a web page using a hierarchical graph. Although the HTML documents produced by many servers do not fully comply with the W3C XHTML 4.0.1 standard, there are HTML parsers (e.g., [11] ) that can enable application programmers to access the information using standard DOM interfaces. Based on the concept of element in DOM, formally, we have the following definitions and notations about fragment.
Definition 1. (Fragment) Given a web page d, let T(d) denotes the HTML DOM tree of d, a primitive fragment of d is defined as a node in T(d) of type element,
and two or more adjacent primitive fragments with the same parent are called a compound fragment. Both primitive fragment and compound fragment are called fragment. The set of all the fragments in d is denoted by F(d).
Let's look at an example, since most real world web pages are too big to be placed here, we synthesize two simple HTML files for illustrations and depict their DOM trees as shown in Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , each primitive fragment is assigned to an increasing integer starting from one in pre-order traverse of the DOM tree. Intuitively, a primitive fragment corresponds with a segment of HTML code bracketed within an element. For example, fragment 6 shown in (c) corresponds with code lines 7~13 shown in (a). A compound fragment corresponds with a larger segment of HTML code connected by multiple smaller adjacent segments that correspond with multiple primitive fragments. For example, compound fragment [6, 11, 12, 13] shown in (c) corresponds with code lines 7~19 shown in (a).
For a specific fragment, it may be included in larger fragments, and it may also contain smaller fragments. Formally, we introduce the following definitions to describe this kind of relations.
Definition 2. (Ancestor and Descendant Fragment) A fragment p is called an ancestor fragment of fragment f, or equivalently, f is called a descendant fragment of p, if p directly or transitively contains f. The set of all the ancestor fragments of f is denoted by PF(f), and the set of all the descendant fragments of f is denoted by DF(f).
Intuitively, for two fragments p and f, p ∈ PF(f) or f ∈ DF(p) means the corresponding code segment of f is contained in that of p. For example, in (c) of Figure 1 , compound fragment [9, 10] [lines 10~11 in (a)] is a descendant fragment of compound fragment [7, 8] [lines 8~12 in (a)].
Having defined the term "fragment", we now consider the meaning of shared fragments. Intuitively, for a specific fragment, if there are one or more fragments that are very similar to it, then it should be called a shared fragment. For example, in Figure 1 , compound fragment [11, 12] in (c) [lines 14~15 in (a)] should be a shared fragment because compound fragment [12, 13] in (d) [lines 15~16 in (b)] is completely identical to it; fragment 2 in (c) [lines 2~4 in (a)] should also be called a shared fragment because fragment 2 in (d) [lines 2~4 in (d)] is structurally identical to it and differ from it only in the title value. The latter case is popular in fragments generated by database-driven web sites. Before precisely describing the similar relations among fragments, we first define the DOM nodes relations that are the base of fragment relations. fragments are similar/identical. The relation of two fragments f and f′ are similar/identical is denoted by similar (f, f′) / identical (f, f′).
Definition 3. (Nodes
The similar relation defined above captures the characteristics of the relation among structurally identical fragments, and the identical relation captures that of completely identical fragments. In (c) and (d) of Figure 1 , the light gray rounded rectangles represent those primitive fragments that are identical with some others, and the deeper gray rounded rectangles represent those primitive fragments that are only similar with some others.
Having introduced some necessary definitions and notations, we now formally discuss the problem of shared fragments detection. The definition of shared fragment is straightforward. Intuitively, all the fragments in D are grouped by share relation, and each fragment belongs to one and only one group. If the number of the fragments in a group is not less than M, then all the fragments in that group are shared fragments.
However, this kind of shared fragment is not what we really need. Since each descendant fragment of a shared fragment must also be a shared fragment, if a shared fragment is detected, all of its descendant fragments will also be detected. Obviously, these descendant fragments are not what we want. To capture the real characteristics of fragments that are appropriate to be delivered and cached individually, we introduce the concept of maximal shared fragment.
A plausible definition of maximal shared fragment is: a fragment f is a maximal shared fragment if f is a shared fragment and there exists no fragment f′ such that f′ ∈ PF(f) and f′ is also a shared fragment. This definition is easy to understand and adopted in [6] . However, there are some cases that make the fragments detected by this definition not appropriate for delivery and caching individually. For example, in Figure 1 , by this definition, if M is set to 2, fragment 6 and 13 in (c) will both be detected. However, fragment 13 is not appropriate because all the other fragments shared with it [fragment 8 in (c) and (d)] are
Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications contained in larger detected fragments [fragment 6 in (c) and (d)], thus, actually, fragment 13 is not shared any more. For ESI, it will be included only once. For delta encoding based techniques, this kind of smaller shared fragment is always unnecessary because all the content can be obtained through encoding instructions on larger fragments. Hence, fragment 13 is unnecessary to be detected. Moreover, it will introduce additional overhead for inclusion, in case of ESI, and encoding, in case of delta encoding. The underling shortcoming of this definition is that the decision of whether a fragment is a maximal shared fragment depends only on the fragments that are in the same page with it, and does not consider the positions of the fragments that are shared with it in other pages. Fortunately, if according to the above definition, a fragment f is a maximal shared fragment, and all the fragments that are shared with f are also maximal shared fragment, then f is certainly a fragment that we need. However, this condition is too strict. There are fragments that don't satisfy this condition and are also appropriate to be detected. For example, in Figure 1 , fragment 14 in (c) and 16 in (d) are appropriate. Despite the other fragments that are identical with them [fragment 9 in (c) and (d)] are included in larger detected fragments [fragment 6 in (c) and (d) respectively], they are identical with each other, and for each of them, there exists no fragment that is an ancestor fragment of it and is also appropriate to be detected. Though this kind of fragment provides no help for delta encoding based techniques, it is beneficial for ESI because ESI cannot re-use the content contained in a larger fragment when its smaller descendant fragments are needed. Our definition of maximal shared fragment considers both of conditions. Formally, A fragment f is called a maximal complete shared fragment if it is a complete shared fragment and satisfies one of the following conditions:
• , and p is a complete shared fragment.
• and p is a maximal complete shared fragment.
Maximal structural shared fragment can be defined similarly. Both maximal complete shared fragment and maximal structural shared fragment are called maximal shared fragment.
The definition is recursive with the first condition as the base condition. Maximal shared fragment has a property: if a fragment is a maximal shared fragment, then all of its descendent fragments must not be maximal shared fragment. This property is easy to understand can be easily proved by the definition.
Then the problem is to find to all the groups of maximal shared fragments. Formally, Let CSF(D) denotes the set of all the maximal complete shared fragments in AF(D), and SSF(D) denotes the set of all the maximal structural shared fragments in AF(D). Similarly to Rcs and Rss, two equivalence relations and are defined:
The problem is to find the partition of CSF(D) induced by , and the partition of SSF(D) induced by .
ALGORITHM
In this section, we present the algorithm for the problem defined in section 2.
The algorithm consists of the following three steps:
1. Parse the given web pages one by one, and store its digest information into database. 2. Detect maximal shared primitive fragments. 3. Combine the fragments detected in step 2 to find real maximal shared fragments.
The fragments detection step is divided into two sub-steps (step 2 and 3), which is feasible because any set of maximal shared compound fragments can be viewed as multiple sets of maximal shared primitive fragments.
Transforming Web Pages
Given a set of web pages, this step aims to transform them into some digest information that are appropriate to be stored in database, as well as sufficient and efficient for fragments analysis.
Since this step is mainly for primitive fragments analysis, some digest information of each primitive fragment in the DOM tree of a web page may be taken as a record and stored in database. However, the DOM tree of a reasonably sized HTML page may have a few thousand primitive fragments. To limit the overhead of storing too small primitive fragments and exclude them from being detected as shared fragments, a parameter MIN_FRAG_SIZE (Minimum Fragment Size) is introduced, which specifies the minimum size of the primitive fragment to be stored. Now we discuss the problem of what digest information about a fragment should be stored. First, some basic information should be stored (e.g., the
Rss'
Rcs'
224 Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications document this fragment belongs to, fragment size, the position of the fragment in the document). Second, for storage convenience and efficient comparison between fragments, a hash value of the complete or structural content of the fragment computed using some collision-resistant hash function (e.g., MD5) should be stored. Third, additional information for efficient implementation of the algorithm should be stored. Concretely, each primitive fragment whose size not less than MIN_FRAG_SIZE is stored into database with the following fields:
• DocID: The identifier of the web page this fragment belongs to.
• Offset, Size: The offset of this fragment in the web page and the size of this fragment. • Hash: The hash value of the fragment. When finding complete shared fragments, the hash method is DOMHASH [12] . While when finding structural shared fragments, the text data of Text node and attribute value of Attr node are not considered. • DigestSize: the size of the data participating in hash.
• FragID: The identifier of this fragment. When the DOM tree that this fragment belongs to is being traversed in pre-order, the identifier of each primitive fragment is assigned to an increasing integer starting from 1 when it is first being encountered. • SiblingFragID: The FragID of the (supposed) next sibling fragment of this fragment (if it hasn't).
Having discussed the problem of what information about a fragment should be stored, the next problem is, given a set of web pages, how to get the records containing the needed information. This task is not hard to be done by creating a DOM tree for each page, augmenting some nodes with needed information, and outputting appropriate nodes with required fields. The details are skipped. Now, let's look at an example. Given the HTML files A and B as shown in Figure 1 , suppose their DocID are 1 and 2 respectively, Table 1 shows their fragment records for detection of structural shared fragments, in which MIN_FRAGMENT_SIZE is 0. Due to the real value of Hash field is too long for display, for simplicity, it is replaced with a simple string. The Offset and Size field are mainly used for extract fragments content from web pages after the shared fragments have been decided, and they provide no help to the decision of shared fragments, so they are not shown. The computation of DigestSize involves the details of implementation, so the DigestSize values are simply shown without further explanations. Now we discuss some of the important properties of the fields: Hash, DigestSize, FragID and SiblingFragID. These properties will be used in next section.
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications In order to decide whether two fragments have share relation, a property of Hash can be used. That is, shared fragments are certain to have the same Hash, besides, since DOMHASH is a strong hash, it is also safe to say that fragments with the same Hash have share relation with each other.
DocID FragID SiblingFragID Hash DigestSize
In order to determine whether a shared fragment is a maximal shared fragment, a property of DigestSize can be exploited. This is, given a fragment f, the DigestSize of any fragment f′, where , must be larger than the DigestSize of fragment f. Consequently, given a set of primitive fragments, if the fragment with maximal DigestSize is a shared fragment, then it is certain to be a maximal shared primitive fragment. The reason is that if a fragment has maximal DigestSize, so do all the fragments shared with the fragment. Therefore, if there is a fragment that is an ancestor fragment of any of them, its DigestSize must be larger than the maximal DigestSize, which is impossible.
Given a fragment, to find its entire primitive descendant fragments, a property of FragID and SiblingFragID can be utilized. That is, given a primitive fragment f, any primitive fragment f′ is an element of iff they share the same DocID and the FragID of f′ is between the FragID, exclusive, and the SiblingFragID, exclusive, of fragment f. It is easy to see this property from the numbering rule of FragID and SiblingFragID. For example, in c) of Figure 1 , the SiblingFragID of fragment 6 is 11, and the FragID of its descendant primitive fragments are 7, 8 , 9 and 10.
Finding Maximal Shared Primitive Fragments
In section 3.1, given a set of web pages, we get their corresponding fragment records. Given these records, we discuss the algorithm to find maximal shared primitive fragments in this section.
Given these records, non-shared fragments can be deleted first. Then the remaining fragments are all shared fragments, the problem now is to decide whether a shared fragment is a maximal shared fragment. According to the DigestSize property, the fragment of maximal DigestSize must be a maximal shared fragment, so the first set of maximal shared fragments can be detected. After that, the detected fragments are removed from further detection, and since their descendant fragments cannot be maximal shared fragment, so their descendant fragments are also removed. Descendent fragments can be efficiently identified using FragID and SiblingFragID property. Now, in the remaining fragments, if a shared fragment f is of maximal DigestSize, then it must also be a maximal
shared fragment in the original set of fragments. The reason is that for each of the fragment f′ that belongs to the equivalence class of f in the remaining fragments, there exists no primitive fragment p that belongs to PF(f′) and is a maximal shared fragment. Since if p does exist, then p would have been detected and f′ would have been removed. Thus, f satisfies the second condition in the definition, and therefore is a maximal shared fragment. By repeatedly using the DigestSize property, all the sets of maximal shared primitive fragments can be detected. The formalized algorithm is shown in Figure 2 . First, non-shared fragments are removed from the fragments set (line 1), where |[f ] R | is the number of fragments that are shared with f, and M is Minimum Shared Number. In implementation, non-shared fragments can be identified using the SQL group and having statements, specifically, all the fragments in database can be grouped by Hash field, and the fragments belonging to the group whose member number is less than M are non-shared fragments. Then, detect all the sets of maximal shared primitive fragments by repeatedly using the property of DigestSize (lines 2-10). Details of the second step are described below.
The fragment with maximal DigestSize is first selected (line 3), and then all the fragments shared with it (line 4). If the fragments are shared fragments (line 5), according to the DigestSize property, they must be maximal shared fragments, so they are added to the result partition as an equivalence class (line 6). Afterwards, useless fragments are removed from the fragments set so that the next iteration can continue (line 9). The detected fragments are certainly useless, besides, if they are maximal shared fragments, then their descendant fragments cannot be maximal shared fragments, so they are also considered useless (line 7). After removing, an originally shared fragment may not be any more because some of the fragments shared with it are removed for they have ancestors that are maximal shared fragments. The detected fragments belong to this kind if they are not maximal shared fragments. However, some descendants of them may be maximal shared fragments (we will show this kind of case in the example below). To avoid this complexity, we can simply perform the work of line 1 after line 9. However, the task of line 1 is too expensive for this target, so we choose to examine whether the detected fragments are maximal shared fragments (line 5), and if not, delete them but remain their children. Now, let's look at an example. Given the fragment records in Table 1 , and M is set to 2, Figure 3 illustrates the working steps of the algorithm shown in Figure 2 .
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To ease the explanation, the fragments are displayed grouping by Hash. A fragment is denoted by f i,j , signifying its DocID and FragID is i and j respectively. It is easy to see that fragments f 1,1 f 1,4 f 2,1 f 2,4 are not shared in a), so they are removed in b). In the first iteration, {f 1,6 ,f 2,6 } is detected as the set of maximal shared fragments, and they and their descendant fragments f 1,7 f 1,8 f 1,9 f 1,10 f 2,7 f 2,8 f 2,9 f 2,10 are removed in c). In the second iteration, the only detected fragment is f 1, 13 , which is not a shared fragment any more, whereas, two of its descendant fragments f 1,14 and f 1, 15 are maximal shared fragments and is detected in the eighth and fifth iteration respectively. The rest of the steps should be self-explanatory, and so we do not further explain it.
Combining Primitive Fragments
Given the partition of the set of maximal shared primitive fragments detected in section 3.2, in this section, we discuss the algorithm to combine them to find the partition of the set of real maximal shared fragments. This algorithm is not easy to understand, we first explain the related data structures and basic ideas with an example, and then present the formalized algorithm. Given the detected sets of fragments shown in Figure 3 , first, each fragment is associated with a field PCID, which distinctively identifies its equivalence class, the result is shown in Figure 4 Algorithm: detection of maximal shared primitive fragments.
Method:
pick mf ∈F such that ∀f ∈F mf.DigestSize ≥ f.DigestSize;
if( |D|≥M ) then { 6. add D to P;
11. return P; Figure 2 . Detecting maximal shared primitive fragments.
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications Figure 3 . Working steps of the detection of maximal shared primitive fragments given the fragments set shown in Table 1 and M is set to 2.
DocID and FragID, each of them is associated with a field DFID, adjacent fragments have adjacent DFID and vice versa. The result is shown in Figure 5 , there are three sets of adjacent primitive fragments, and each of them corresponds with a maximal compound fragment (i.e., there exists no fragment that contains it). Then, information about each maximal compound fragment is stored in database with fields (start, len, hash, fork). For a compound fragment, start is the minimum DFID of its primitive fragments, len is the number of its primitive fragments, hash is a strong hash value of the PCID list of its primitive fragments and denotes its content, and the meaning of fork will be introduced later. The result is shown in Figure 6 . For a fragment, the PCID list of its primitive fragments is shown as its hash field.
The len field has an obvious but important property. That is, given a set of compound fragments, if a fragment of maximal len is a shared fragment, then it is certain to be a maximal shared fragment. Given the initial maximal compound fragments, all the maximal shared compound fragments can be iteratively detected from the fragments of maximal len using this property. For each fragment of maximal len, if it is a shared fragment, then it is added to the result. Otherwise, since its descendant compound fragments may be maximal shared fragments, it is forked into smaller fragments. Forking is a little tricky. It is not correct to simply fork a non-shared compound fragment of N primitive fragments into two compound fragments of N-1 primitive fragments. Suppose a fragment f constituted by 4 primitive fragments (1,2,3,4) is not shared, and all its descendant compound fragments are not shared either, the first forking produces two descendants (1,2,3), (2, 3, 4) , which is correct, however, after the second forking, four compound fragments (1,2), (2,3), (2,3), (3,4) will be generated, and (2,3) will be detected as a shared fragment, which is obvious wrong since these is actually only one fragment. To avoid generating replicated fragments and ensure that a smaller compound fragment is generated only when none of its ancestor fragments is a shared fragment, we introduce the fork field to signify how to divide a fragment into smaller compound fragments if it is not a shared fragment. fork can have four values: both, left, right and neither. For a non-shared compound fragment of N(N>2) primitive fragments, both means generating both of its descendant fragments of N-1 primitive fragments: one of them is composed of the N-1 leftmost primitive fragments contained in the origin compound fragment (left child) and its fork field is set to left, the other is composed of the N-1 rightmost primitive fragments (right child) and its fork field is set to right; left means generating its left child with fork field left, besides, if another ancestor fragment of its right child is not a shared fragment, then also generating its right child with fork field neither; right means only generating its right child with fork field right; neither means generating its right child with fork field neither only when another ancestor fragment of its right child is not a shared fragment.
Let's look at an example. Given the fragments shown in Figure 6 , Figure 7 shows the combing working steps. C i,j signifies a compound fragment, where i is the value of start field, and j the value of len field. We start from (9,8,51467337,both), which is not a shared fragment and is forked into two fragments: (9,7,5146733,left) and (10,7,1467337,right) . In the second iteration, (9,7,5146733,left) is not a shared fragment and generates its left child (9,6,514673, left) , and also generates its right child (10,6,146733,neither) because another ancestor fragment of its right child is (10,7,1467337,right), which is not a shared fragment; (10,7,1467337,right) is not a shared fragment and generates its right child (11,6,467337,right) . The rest steps are done similarly.
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications For an original maximal shared primitive fragment, if one of its ancestor fragments is detected as a compound fragment, then it is not a real maximal shared fragment and can be removed from further consideration. In the remaining primitive fragments, if a fragment is still a shared fragment, then it is certain to be a real maximal shared fragment and should be detected. Figure 8 shows this process for our example. The formalized algorithm is shown in Figure 9 , which can be roughly divided into three steps. First, recording maximal compound fragments (lines 1-17). Second, combine iteratively from the compound fragments of maximal len (lines 18-43). Third, add the left set of maximal shared primitive fragments to the result (lines 44-47).
The recording step can be divided into two sub-steps. First, each fragment is associated with a field PCID (lines 1-5). Then, for each maximal compound fragment (i.e., SL described in lines 9-12), each of its primitive fragment is associated with a field DFID (line 14, 16) , and the compound fragment is recorded in a set CS with the form of (start, len, hash, fork) (line 15).
The combining step is an iteration process, starting from compound fragments with maximal number of primitive fragments (line 18). Each iteration step is divided into two sub-steps: first, combining (lines 20-26); second, forking (lines 27-41). In combining, the set of hash values whose corresponding compound fragments are certain to be maximal shared fragments is first obtained (line 20). Then, for each hash (line 21), a set of maximal shared compound fragments is detected (lines 22-23) and added to the result (line 24), afterwards, records related to this hash are removed from CS (line 25). After combining, the left compound fragments of max_len primitive fragments (line 28) are all nonshared fragments, so each of them is forked (lines 31-38). After forking, these non-shared fragments are removed (line 40).
After combining, for each set of maximal shared primitive fragments (line 44), remove those fragments that have been combined (line 45), if the left set still contains enough fragments, then it is a set of real maximal shared fragments and added to the result (line 46).
APPLICATIONS
Our algorithm has two main applications: fragment-based web caching and studies of web content characteristics at fragment granularity. For fragment-based
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications caching, it can be used in two situations. First, assist web developers to fragment web pages so that they can easily revise the origin web applications to employ ESI. Second, automatically maintain shared fragments and the information about which fragments are included by each resource, which is required by our proposed transparent fragment-based caching scheme outlined in the introduction. Through analyzing the web pages in a web site, our algorithm can be used for providing insight into many fragment-level web content characteristics such as:
• The distribution of popularity of fragments • The distribution of fragment size • The correlation between fragment popularity and fragment size • The distribution of the number of fragments contained in a web page • The distribution of the percentage of shared portions contained in a web page • The correlation between the number of fragments and the percentage of shared portions contained in a web page Study of web content characteristics is a big topic and is beyond the scope of this paper, so we will not further discuss it.
Based on our proposed algorithm, GUI tools can be developed to help web developers to re-factor existing web applications to use ESI. By re-engineering existing web applications, ESI can reduce the WWW bandwidth requirements and the workload at original web servers. The main disadvantage is that it still requires revising code.
If the server side is not a bottleneck, and the main delay in serving web pages is due to Internet congestion, our scheme can be used. In our scheme, we deduce the shared fragments and the information about which fragments are included by each resource from the generated web pages. The different web pages served by the web server can be logged by the delta-server, which is located before the web server and serves as the proxy for clients. When the delta-server is idle, a background process can analyze the web pages, extract shared fragments and record the information about which fragments are included by each resource. Alternatively, shared fragments detection can be done by another special machine that takes the web pages from the delta-server as input and outputs the shared fragments and the mapping between shared fragments and resource to the delta-server. The shared fragments detection is done periodically to keep the information up-to-date.
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Upon receiving a request from a client, the delta-server first forwards the request to the original web server to get the up-to-date response, then lookups the shared fragments referenced by the resource, analyzes and encodes the current response in a format that can avoid the transfer of redundant fragments. After encoding, the delta-server sends the encoded response to client. The client analyzes the response, obtains the shared fragments referenced in the response from its own cache or intermediate caches or the delta-server, and restores the original response. This high level description raises many questions about the details. For instance, how does the delta-server encode the current snap-shot of a resource? How can the client understand the encoded content and restore the original response? We answer these questions below. Now, let's consider the question of how to encode the current snapshot of a resource to re-use the shared fragments. A natural idea is to treat the referenced fragments as independent files, take all of them as reference files, and encode the current response by generating a delta from the files. However, typically, only one reference file is allowed in delta encoding algorithms. The zdelta [13] algorithm does support multiple reference files. However, the allowed maximal number of reference files is only 4. Technically, it is not difficult to increase the number of reference files, however, which will increase the size of the encoded content and decrease the encoding efficiency. Fortunately, further investigation shows that treating the fragments as independent files is neither necessary nor appropriate. A file is appropriate to be as a reference file only if it is similar to the whole current snapshot, whereas a fragment is typically only similar to a part of the snapshot. So, in our scheme, the referenced fragments are combined according to their typical positions in a snapshot to form a larger file, which is used as the reference file. This file is much more appropriate to be a reference file than any single fragment. This file is identified using the URL list of the contained fragments, so the clients and proxy caches can still request and cache the fragments individually.
After encoding, the delta-server owns the generated delta and the URL list of the referenced fragments. The question is how the delta-server should revise the original response so that the client can understand the modified response, download missing fragments and restore the original response? We revise the response to utilize JavaScript, which is virtually universally enabled, to download referenced fragments, process them to assemble the page, and tell the browser to display the result. The response body follows the following framework: <html> <body id="body"> <p id="delta" style=′display:none′>delta encoded content</p> <p id="frag" style=′display:none′>referenced fragments URL list</p> <script language="javascript" src="/fde.js"></script> </body> </html>
The delta and referenced fragments URL list are embedded in two "p" elements. After receiving this response, client browser will not show the delta and fragments URL since the "style" attribute value of both "p" are 'display:none', which means not showing the embedded content. Client browser will download the referenced JavaScript file "/fde.js" and invoke the first line code in that file. This file implements the page assembler. The assembler uses the document.getElementById("delta") statement to obtain the delta encoded content, and document.getElementById("frag") statement to obtain the referenced fragments URL list. For each fragment URL, the assembler uses the XmlHTTPRequest [14] object to retrieve the fragment content. The XMLHttpRequest object is an interface exposed by a scripting engine that provides additional HTTP client functionality for transferring data between a client and a server. The assembler retrieves a fragment using the code below:
var xmlhttp = new XMLHttpRequest(); xmlhttp.open(′GET′, frag_url, false); xmlhttp.send();
The XMLHttpRequst object can automatically first check the local browser cache for the fragment before sending the request out. The retrieved fragment content can be accessed by xmlhttp.responseText. After all the referenced fragments are available, the assembler constructs the base file, applies delta to restore the original page, and assigns the page to document.getElementById("body"). innerHTML, which causes the browser to show the original page.
The assembler script (fde.js) is generic for all encoded content from any web site. Thus, once a client downloads it, it remains in its cache and is invoked locally. This is akin to installing a piece of software on the client except this software is installed transparently the first time it is used.
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EVALUATION
We have implemented the algorithm with JAVA language and MySQL database. In this section, we first evaluate the performance of the implementation, and then report the benefits to fragment-based web caching. For evaluation, 16 large sets of web pages are downloaded from 16 popular web sites using GNU Wget (http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/wget.html). Of the 16 web sites, 8 of them are selected from the top 50 popular web sites in China (reported in http://www.cwrank.com), and the other 8 sites are selected from the top 50 popular web sites in US (reported in http://www.comscore. com/metrix/). In our selection, we try to cover various types of web sites including portal, e-commerce, entertainment, etc. The name of the web sites, and its corresponding number and size of the collected pages are listed in Table 2 . Vol. 1 No. 2  239   Table 2 . Name, page number and total size of selected web sites. It is worthy to be noted that our algorithm is not used for on-line operations. Considering the large number of the pages, the cost is reasonable and acceptable. What we concern most about the algorithm is its scalability, in other words, how the cost varies with the number and size of the set of web pages. For the conducted experiments, Figure 10 shows the scatter plot of the cost versus the number of web pages, and Figure 11 shows that of the cost versus the total size of pages. It can be seen from both figures that the cost has certain linear correlations with the number and total size of the web pages. Specifically, linear regression analysis shows that the correlation coefficient R is 0.654 and 0.909 respectively, where 0 ≤ R ≤ 1. Values close to 1 denote a high degree of linear correlation. This indicates that our algorithm can be effectively applied to large collections of web pages.
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Name of Web Sites
Benefits to Caching
In this section, we evaluate the bandwidth saving and latency reduction when our algorithm is used in the FDE (Fragment-based Delta Encoding) scheme
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications proposed by us. We also compare the results of FDE with other three schemes: compress, ESI, and CDE (Class-based Delta Encoding). In the following, we first introduce the experiment environment and method, and then report the results.
We have three machines to act as client, server proxy and web server respectively, the configurations are as below. Figure 11 . Scatter plot of cost versus total size of pages. The three machines are in the same 100Mbps network. We used a WAN emulator -NIST [15] to emulate the slow link between client and server proxy. The web server software used is Apache 2.0. We implemented a prototype of the server proxy software using C++ language. The software can be switched easily to test various schemes. The delta encoding and compression algorithm we used is zdelta [13] and gzip [16] respectively. The client software is a program written by us, which reads the URL list to be requested, for each URL, sends requests to server proxy, receives the response, and accounts the retrieval latency and consumed bandwidth. The program is able to support compression, ESI, CDE and FDE.
An input to the above experiment system is a data set consisting of dynamic web pages downloaded from a real web site. Given the pages, we detect the complete and similar shared fragments, and record the information of which fragments are referenced by each page into a mapping file. Based on the detected information, we generate two new data sets: ESI encoded page set and base file data set. The base file set is used in CDE. We also generate a compressed version of all the fragments and base files. All the fragments, base files and mapping file are stored at the server proxy; the server proxy uses them to encode the response in FDE and CDE case. Both the original pages and ESI encoded pages are put in the web server as static HTML pages. Static pages do not need extra processing time at web server. However, the processing time does exist at real systems. To model this latency, we make the server proxy delay a certain time (100 ms in our study) before further processing a response from the web server. The URL list of the pages is stored in a file, which is used as the input to the client software to trigger the experiments. The data sets used in our experiments is shown in Table 2 . Now, we report the experiment results on performance speedup and bandwidth requirement for the 16 data sets. Figure 12 shows the relative bandwidth requirement of the four schemes. As can be seen from this figure, FDE consistently requires the least bandwidth for all the web sites. However, we note that for some web sites (e.g., 51job, alibaba and bokee), the bandwidth requirement in CDE is close to that in FDE. The reason is that for these web sites, the base file hit ratio in CDE is comparable to fragments hit ratio in FDE. We can also note that for the web site "classmate",
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications the bandwidth requirement in ESI is close to that in FDE, the primary reason is that the percentage of complete shared fragments is comparable to the percentage of similar shared fragments. Figure 13 shows the performance speedup of the four schemes when the latency and bandwidth in the slow link is set to 100 ms and 100 Kb/s respectively. As shown in the Figure, FDE consistently provides the best performance for all the web sites. Similar with that in bandwidth requirement, we can also note that for some web sites, the performance of CDE is close to FDE, and for "classmate", the performance of ESI is close to FDE. Now, we examine how the latency and bandwidth in the slow link affects the results. To study the effect of bandwidth, we fix latency and study the average performance speedup of the 16 web sites when bandwidth varies from 16Kb/s to 2Mb/s, as is shown in Figure 14 .
To study the effect of latency, we fix bandwidth and study the speedup when latency varies from 8 ms to 1024 ms, as is shown in Figure 15 . Figure 14 shows the effects of bandwidth individually when latency is fixed at 8 ms, 100 ms, 200 ms and 1000 ms. Figure 15 shows the effects of latency individually when bandwidth is fixed at 8Kb/s, 100Kb/s, 300Kb/s and 2Mb/s. It is clear from all the figures that FDE is consistently better than other schemes, although the benefit is not very obvious in some cases.
In summary, when our algorithm is used in the fragment-based caching scheme proposed by us, it can provide better bandwidth saving and latency reduction than existing solutions: compress, ESI and Class-based Delta Encoding.
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Automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages and its applications Figure 14 . Effects of bandwidth on performance speedup when latency is fixed at different values.
RELATED WORK
Besides ESI and class-based delta encoding, many other schemes especially caching techniques have been proposed to accelerate the delivery of dynamic web content.
Original servers use caching techniques to offload them from computing dynamic documents on the fly. IBM WebSphere application server includes a dynamic cache mechanism [17] , supporting caching of Java Servlet, Java Server Pages (JSP), WebSphere Command Objects, Web Services Objects, and Java Objects. .NET also has a caching architecture [18] . Paper [19] presents an approach for consistently caching dynamic web data. NEC researchers describe Figure 15 . Effects of latency on performance speedup when bandwidth is fixed at different values.
a CachePortal system for enabling dynamic content caching for database-driven e-commerce [20, 21] . Paper [22] presents the techniques employed by Oracle Web Cache to address the issues specific to dynamic content caching. These schemes accelerate the generation of dynamic web content, but they do not reduce the bandwidth consumption. Content delivery networks (CDN) have evolved into the EdgeComputing [23] , which allows parts of enterprise business web applications to run on a globally distributed computing platform and reduces the response time to endusers. EdgeComputing also uses ESI to cache at finer granularities. However, deploying edge computing requires great re-engineering efforts.
Paper [24] proposes to add a detector interfacing with a browser, upon a request from a user, the detective browser will bypass proxy and forward the request directly to web server if the requested content is dynamic or secured. Detective browser reduces user latency only when the bottleneck is in client proxy. However, the bottleneck is usually in WAN.
Paper [25] proposes to let the servers analyze relationships between the objects composing a page in conjunction with object change characteristics and compile that information into concise and explicit object management instructions. Client caches follow these instructions and deterministically manage objects, and thus avoid the unnecessary requests. Like ESI, this method implements fragment caching, but also requires revising the original server and applications.
Paper [26] takes an application-specific view, in which they separate the static and dynamic portions of a document. Static parts are cached as usual, while dynamic parts are obtained on each access from web servers. They also provide an HTML extension to support this scheme. Paper [27] provides a special language for separately delivering the static and the dynamic part of a dynamically created web page. However, both of them needs web developers to revise the web-pages code.
Paper [28] proposes an Active Cache scheme. The Active Cache scheme allows servers to supply cache applets to be attached with documents, and requires proxies to invoke cache applets upon cache hits to furnish the necessary processing without contacting the server. Similar ideas are also proposed in paper [29] where the scripts that generate dynamic content and their data are migrated from web servers to active client proxies. These schemes migrate part computing from web servers to proxies, so they need revising applications and the mutual trusts between web servers and proxies.
Paper [30] proposes a new protocol to allow individual content-generating applications exploit query semantics and specify how their results should be cached and delivered. Proxy+ [31] implements the ASP.NET outputting caching [18] at enhanced proxies. These schemes all propose caching dynamic results on proxies. However, dynamic results generally have low reusability, and will waste much storage space at proxies and may overload the proxies.
There has been significant work in identifying web objects that are identical (e.g., [32] ) but they work at the granularity of entire pages. Various detection techniques for identical or similar code portions in source files have been proposed [33] , which are related to our research on shared portions detection, but the input to their algorithms are source code files which are not tree-like structures, and their line-based or function-based methods are not appropriate for tree-like HTML pages. Numerous work on different aspects of analysis of web pages have been proposed, exemplified by discovering and extracting objects from web pages [34, 35] . However, none of their work addresses the problem of shared fragments analysis.
The work presented in paper [6] is the only most related work to ours as far as we know. They also discuss the problem of shared fragments detection in web pages for fragment-based caching. However, our work differs from their work in several major aspects.
• We give a formal description of the problem, and our definition of maximal shared fragment considers the case of compound fragment and captures the real characteristics of fragments that are appropriate to be delivered and cached individually, while they don't. • We propose to store augmented DOM trees to database, and utilize mature database techniques to handle large numbers of web pages, while they develop a memory-based tree structure and algorithm to analyze shared fragments. Thus, their solution may be more efficient than us when the number of pages is small, but is infeasible for large numbers of pages. • They rely on the shingles fingerprinting [32] method to compare the similarity between nodes. Although shingles is popular in estimating the resemblance of documents, it is based on a random sampling technique and not appropriate for small texts that are popular in the nodes of HTML tree structure. In contrast, we exploit HTML structure information and rely on DOMHASH to find the similar nodes, and we believe it is more appropriate.
CONCLUSION
To address the common problem of automatic detection of shared fragments in large collections of web pages, we give a formal definition of the problem, and present an efficient and scalable algorithm for it. In the problem definition, we introduce the notion of compound fragment, and our definition of maximal shared fragment captures the real characteristics of fragments that are appropriate to be delivered and cached individually. Our algorithm has two unique features: (1) it is able to find real maximal shared fragments (2) it is able to effectively handle large collections of web pages by utilizing database techniques. The algorithm has been implemented and applied to 16 large sets of web pages. The experiments show that the algorithm can effectively handle large numbers of web pages, and can provide significant bandwidth saving and latency reduction when used in fragment-based web caching.
